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(54) Swashplateless active blade pitch control with a mechanical delta-3 restraint having an 
instantaneous blade pitch-flap coupling response

(57) An apparatus comprising a hub (208) configured
to couple to a mast (206), a grip (216) configured to cou-
ple to the hub (208) and a rotor blade (112), a pitch ac-
tuator (317) coupled to the grip (216) and configured to
change a pitch of the rotor blade (112) relative to the
mast (206), and a delta-3 restraint (211) coupled to the
pitch actuator, wherein the delta-3 restraint (211) is fixed
relative to the mast (206). An apparatus comprising a
hub (208) configured to couple to a mast (206), a grip
(216) configured to couple to the hub (208) and a rotor
blade (112), a pitch actuator coupled to the grip (216)
and configured to change a pitch of the rotor blade (112)
relative to the mast (206), and a delta-3 restraint (211)
coupled to the pitch actuator (317), wherein the delta-3
restraint (211) is configured to control the pitch of the
blade (112) relative to the mast (206) when the pitch ac-
tuator fails, and wherein the delta-3 restraint (211) pro-
vides an instantaneous blade pitch-flap coupling re-
sponse.
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Description

[0001] Generally, rotary-wing aircraft maneuver in part
by changing the rotor blade angle of attack or pitch (e.g.
the angle that each blade makes with the relative wind).
Traditionally, changes in blade pitch have been accom-
plished via a swashplate connected to a pitch link/pitch
horn assembly on each rotor blade. The orientation of
the pitch link and pitch horn also allowed the blade pitch
to change in response to blade lift and hence flapping
differences that occur due to the dissymmetry of speed
(e.g. between the advancing blade and the retreating
blade) produced during forward flight. Rotary-wing air-
craft designers refer to the angle between the location of
the pitch link and a line perpendicular to the blade axis
at the point the blade attaches to the hub as the delta-3
angle. The delta-3 angle is an important safety consid-
eration in rotor hub design because it helps control the
problems associated with the dissymmetry of lift that oc-
curs in forward flight.
[0002] Active blade control is a concept that has re-
ceived much attention lately. Active blade control allows
the pitch of each individual rotor blade to be changed
independent of the other rotor blades. Doing so allows
the rotor blade pitch to be altered in ways that are not
possible with swashplates, for example blade pulsing.
However, helicopter manufacturers are reluctant to use
active blade control because it eliminates the safety that
is inherent in the mechanical pitch horn/pitch link system
(e.g. the delta-3 angle). Therefore, a need exists for a
swashplateless rotor hub assembly that controls pitch
angle of the individual rotor blades while retaining the
delta-3 angle.
[0003] In one aspect, the disclosure includes an appa-
ratus comprising a hub configured to couple to a mast,
a grip configured to couple to the hub and a rotor blade,
a pitch actuator coupled to the grip and configured to
change a pitch of the rotor blade relative to the mast, and
a delta-3 restraint coupled to the pitch actuator, wherein
the delta-3 restraint is fixed relative to the mast.
[0004] In another aspect, the disclosure includes an
apparatus comprising a hub configured to couple to a
mast, a grip configured to couple to the hub and a rotor
blade, a pitch actuator coupled to the grip and configured
to change a pitch of the rotor blade relative to the mast,
and a delta-3 restraint coupled to the pitch actuator,
wherein the delta-3 restraint is configured to control the
pitch of the blade relative to the mast when the pitch
actuator fails, and wherein the delta-3 restraint provides
an instantaneous blade pitch-flap coupling response.
[0005] In another aspect, the disclosure includes a
method comprising providing a hub assembly comprising
a hub configured to couple to a mast, a grip configured
to couple to the hub and a rotor blade, a pitch actuator
coupled to the grip and configured to change a pitch of
the rotor blade relative to the mast, and a delta-3 restraint
coupled to the pitch actuator, wherein the delta-3 restraint
is configured to control the pitch of the blade relative to

the mast when the pitch actuator fails, and wherein the
delta-3 restraint provides an instantaneous blade pitch-
flap coupling response.
[0006] For a detailed description of the disclosed em-
bodiments, reference will now be made to the accompa-
nying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a helicopter according
to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a power train assem-
bly according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

FIG. 3 is an exploded view of a yoke and rotor grip
assembly according to an embodiment of the disclo-
sure.

FIG. 4 is a top perspective view of an articulated rotor
hub assembly including an active pitch control and
a delta-3 restraint according to an embodiment.

FIG. 5 is a bottom perspective view of an articulated
rotor hub assembly including an active pitch control
and a delta-3 restraint according to an embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a close-up top perspective view of an artic-
ulated rotor hub assembly including an active pitch
control and a delta-3 restraint according to an em-
bodiment.

FIG. 7 is another close-up top perspective view of
an articulated rotor hub assembly including an active
pitch control and a delta-3 restraint according to an
embodiment.

FIG. 8 is an isolated view of the embodiment of a
delta-3 restraint as shown in FIGS. 4-7.

FIG. 9 is a top perspective view of an articulated rotor
hub assembly including an active pitch control and
a delta-3 restraint according to another embodiment.

FIG. 10 is a top plan view of an articulated rotor hub
assembly including an active pitch control and a del-
ta-3 restraint according to the other embodiment.

FIG. 11 is perspective view of a gimbaled rotor hub
assembly including an active pitch control and a del-
ta-3 restraint according to an embodiment.

FIG. 12 is perspective view of a gimbaled rotor hub
assembly including an active pitch control and a del-
ta-3 restraint according to another embodiment.

FIG. 13 is a flowchart of an embodiment of a method
for creating and operating a rotor hub assembly as
disclosed herein.
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[0007] It should be understood at the outset that al-
though an illustrative implementation of one or more em-
bodiments is provided below, the disclosed systems
and/or methods may be implemented using any number
of techniques, whether currently known or in existence.
The disclosure should in no way be limited to the illus-
trative implementations, drawings, and techniques illus-
trated below, including the exemplary designs and im-
plementations illustrated and described herein, but may
be modified within the scope of the appended claims
along with their full scope of equivalents.
[0008] Described herein is a swashplateless rotor hub
assembly comprising a pitch actuator that actively con-
trols rotor blade pitch and a delta-3 restraint that controls
the delta-3 angle when the pitch actuator fails or other-
wise malfunctions. More particularly, the disclosed delta-
3 restraint is anchored to the mast and provides a default
delta-3 angle in the event the pitch actuator fails. The
disclosed delta-3 restraint can be applied to various types
of rotor hubs, including articulated and gimbaled rotor
hubs.
[0009] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a helicopter 100.
Certain embodiments of the disclosure may be used with
a helicopter, such as helicopter 100. However, it should
be understood that the helicopter example is given mere-
ly for illustration purposes only. Embodiments of the
present disclosure are not limited to any particular setting
or application, and embodiments can be used with any
setting or application, including other aircraft (tilt-rotors,
airplanes, etc.).
[0010] Helicopter 100 includes a main rotor assembly
110, a tail rotor assembly 120, a fuselage 130, and land-
ing gear 140. Main rotor assembly 110 includes two or
more blades 112 that are rotated about an axis of rotation
114 in either a clockwise direction or a counterclockwise
direction as indicated by arrow 116. Main rotor assembly
110 generates a lift force that supports the weight of hel-
icopter 100 and a thrust force that counteracts aerody-
namic drag.
[0011] Tail rotor assembly 120 includes two or more
blades 122 that are rotated about an axis of rotation 124
in either a clockwise direction or a counterclockwise di-
rection as indicated by arrow 126. Tail rotor assembly
120 counters the torque effect created by main rotor as-
sembly 110 and allows a pilot to control the direction hel-
icopter 100 is pointed.
[0012] Fuselage 130 is the main body section of heli-
copter 100. Fuselage 130 optionally holds the crew, pas-
sengers, and/or cargo and houses the engine, transmis-
sion, gearboxes, drive shafts, control systems, etc. that
are needed to establish an operable helicopter. Landing
gear 140 is attached to fuselage 130, supports helicopter
100 on the ground, and allows it to take off and land.
[0013] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a power train 200
according to an embodiment of the disclosure. Power
train 200 can be used in a helicopter such as helicopter
100 shown in FIG. 1. Power train 200 is not however
limited to any particular setting. Additionally, it should be

noted that the particular example shown in FIG. 2 shows
a soft in plane rotor system having four blades 112. Em-
bodiments of the disclosure are not limited to any partic-
ular configuration of rotor system and blades, and em-
bodiments may include any type of rotor system (e.g.,
fully articulated, rigid, semirigid, gimbaled, etc.) and may
include any number of blades (e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc.).
[0014] Power train 200 includes a transmission 202
that receives power from an engine (not shown) through
a driveshaft 204. Transmission 202 drives accessories
and controls the rotation 116 of mast 206 about an axis
of rotation 114. Mast 206 transfers its rotational move-
ment to blades 112 through a hub 208 that connects mast
206 to blades 112.
[0015] Hub 208 optionally includes one or more flexible
yokes 210 that enable blades 112 to flap up in the direc-
tion indicated by arrow 212 and flap down in the direction
indicated by arrow 214. Hub 208 may also include a rotor
grip 216 for each blade 112 that is attached to hub 208.
As is described in detail below, rotor grip 216 includes
an outboard end that attaches to a blade 112, an inboard
end that attaches to delta-3 restraint 211, and a spindle
between the outboard end and the inboard end. The del-
ta-3 restraint 211 generally comprises a pitch horn 218
and a pitch link 224 and mast adapter 213. The pitch horn
218 may be fixed relative to the mast 206, e.g. via pitch
links 224. The spindle is supported by a shear bearing
220 that holds the spindle in place and allows it to rotate.
Shear bearing 220 is in turn held in place by a bridge
plate 222 that attaches shear bearing 220 to yoke 210.
[0016] As mentioned above, the delta-3 restraint 211
comprises the pitch horn 218 and the pitch link 224. The
pitch links 224 may be connected to the pitch horn 218
and to the mast 206 via a universal joint (U-joint), a ball-
and-socket joint, or any other type of connection allowing
rotation without translation. Such may be needed to ac-
commodate changes in geometry between the mast 206
and the pitch horn 218 when the blades 112 flap. Each
pitch link 224 is substantially fixed in space relative to
the mast 206. Specifically, pitch links 224 do not move
vertically to change the pitch of each of the blades 112.
Instead, the pitch of each of the blades 112 is controlled
by a pitch actuator (shown in FIG. 3). Specifically, the
pitch actuator rotates each blade 112 clockwise or coun-
terclockwise as indicated by arrow 228 about an axis of
rotation 230 that runs along the length of each blade 112.
Pitch actuator may be any type of actuator (e.g. electric,
hydraulic, etc.) suitable for rotating the blade (e.g. chang-
ing the blade pitch), but generally does not consist ex-
clusively of mechanical components. Pitch actuator may
be configured so that if it fails, it does so in a pre-defined
position such that the blades 112 will default to a prede-
termined pitch that is within the allowable flight envelope
when the blades 112 are flapped and controlled by the
delta-3 restraint 211.
[0017] The delta-3 restraint 211 described herein may
comprise a processor (not shown) for calculating an ap-
propriate rotor blade pitch and establishing a destination
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position corresponding to where pitch actuator must
move in order to achieve the desired rotor blade pitch
and/or rotor blade 112 flapping position. The pitch actu-
ator may comprise a servomotor (not shown) and may
connect to the processor wirelessly or through electrical
or optical wiring. Sensors (not shown) may be included
for acquiring real-time environmental and aerodynamic
data-values, and the data-values may be used by the
processor in calculating the rotor blade pitch and desti-
nation position. Upon calculating the destination position,
the processor may activate the pitch actuator to move
the blade 112 to the destination position.
[0018] The delta-3 restraint 211 provides an instanta-
neous blade pitch-flap coupling response. As used here-
in, the term "instantaneous blade pitch-flap coupling re-
sponse" may refer to a change in blade pitch that occurs
simultaneously with a flap of the blade. The mechanical
linkage in the delta-3 restraint 211 automatically and in-
stantaneously changes the blade pitch when the blade
211 flaps up and down. A mechanical system, such as
the delta-3 restraint 211 described herein, is inherently
faster responding than any response from the pitch ac-
tuator or any purely electrical delta-3 limiter because of
the time delays in the purely electrical blade pitch sys-
tems. These time delays can include the time required
for the electrical systems to detect the blade flapping,
determine an appropriate change in the blade pitch, in-
struct the pitch actuator to make the determined change
in blade pitch, and for the pitch actuator to make the in-
structed change. These processing delays in the purely
electrical systems (i.e. lacking the mechanical delta-3 re-
straint 211 described herein) may be sufficiently long that
the rotating blade experiences a load exceeding its de-
signed load, perhaps even loads that cause the blade
112 to structurally fail.
[0019] FIG. 3 is a view of a yoke and a soft in plane
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 300. Rotor grip 216
includes an outboard end 302, an inboard end 304, and
a spindle 306. Outboard end 302 optionally includes one
or more apertures 308 or other attachment mechanisms
that are configured to attach a rotor blade (e.g., blade
112 in FIGS. 1 and 2) to rotor grip 216. Outboard end
302 may also include one or more apertures 310 or other
attachment mechanisms that are configured to attach a
centrifugal force (CF) bearing 312 to rotor grip 216 using
a bracket 314. The rotor grip inboard end 304 optionally
includes an outer surface 316 that is configured to attach
to and transfer motion from pitch actuator 317 to spindle
306. Outer surface 316 may be a smooth surface or may
be a textured surface (e.g., have gear teeth, splines, etc.).
Pitch actuator 317 couples to the rotor grip inboard end
304 and pitch horn 218 and, when actuated, rotates the
rotor grip 216. As stated previously, the pitch horn 218
and pitch link 224 (shown in FIG. 2) are relatively fixed
and therefore do not move during changes in blade pitch.
[0020] Rotor grip spindle 306 is fit within shear bearing
220 that supports pitch rotation of rotor grip 216. Shear
bearing 220 is optionally placed between two dampers

320 and is attached to yoke 210 using bridge plates 222.
As shown in FIG. 3, bridge plates 222 may be attached
to yoke 210 using an attachment mechanism such as,
but not limited to, bolts 322 and nuts 324. It will be ap-
preciated that the various components described herein
may be constructed of any suitable materials, such as
softer metals (e.g. steel, titanium, etc.), composites (e.g.
fiberglass, carbon fiber, etc.), rubber or other elastomeric
materials (e.g. for the bearings).
[0021] Turning now to FIGS. 4-8, an articulated swash-
plateless rotor hub assembly 400 comprising an embod-
iment of an active pitch control and delta-3 restraint 211
is disclosed. In the particular embodiment depicted in
FIGS. 4-8, the articulated swashplateless rotor hub as-
sembly 400 comprises five rotor blades; however, the
articulated swashplateless rotor hub assembly 400 may
comprise any number of rotor blades while remaining
within the scope of the present disclosure. The articulated
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 400 generally com-
prises many of the same components as the soft in plane
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 300, and thus only
the differences will be discussed herein.
[0022] The articulated swashplateless rotor hub as-
sembly 400 may comprise a mast 206 coupled to a hub
410 such that the hub 410 rotates with the mast 206. The
hub 410 is coupled to the blades 112 via a grip 416. The
grip 416 may be C-shaped when viewed along the blade
plane, and a bearing 413 (e.g. a CF bearing, etc.) may
be positioned between the hub 410 and the grip 416 to
accommodate the CF loads from the blades 112. Per-
sons of ordinary skill will appreciate that the articulated
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 400 may comprise
various other bearings, dampeners (e.g. lead-lag damp-
eners, etc.) that need not be described here.
[0023] The articulated swashplateless rotor hub as-
sembly 400 may comprise the pitch actuator 317 and the
delta-3 restraint 211, which may comprise the pitch horn
218, the pitch link 224, and the mast adapter 412. The
pitch actuator 317 may be coupled to the grip 416 and
the pitch horn 218 and be configured to rotate the pitch
of the grip 416 relative to the mast 206. As with the other
embodiments described herein, the pitch horn 218 may
be coupled to the pitch link 224 via any suitable connec-
tion (e.g. U-joint, ball-and-socket joint, etc.), and the pitch
link 224 may be coupled to the mast adapter 412 via a
similar connection. However, the connection between
the pitch horn 218 and the pitch link 224 and the connec-
tion between the pitch horn 224 and the mast adapter
412 need not be the same type of connection. The mast
adapter 412 may be affixed to the mast 206 (e.g. via a
splined connection) or otherwise fixed relative to the mast
206 such that the mast adapter 412 rotates with the mast
206. Finally, it will be appreciated that the pitch actuator
317 may be positioned on the inboard side of the grip
(e.g. opposite of the bearing 413) such that the pitch ac-
tuator 317 is within one of the loops of hub 410.
[0024] Turning now to FIGS. 9-10, another embodi-
ment of an articulated swashplateless rotor hub assem-
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bly 500 comprising an embodiment of an active pitch con-
trol and delta-3 restraint 211 is disclosed. In the particular
embodiment depicted in FIGS. 9-10, the articulated
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 500 comprises four
rotor blades; however, the articulated swashplateless ro-
tor hub assembly 500 may comprise any number of rotor
blades while remaining within the scope of the present
disclosure. The articulated swashplateless rotor hub as-
sembly 500 generally comprises many of the same com-
ponents described in the previous embodiments, and
thus only the differences will be discussed herein.
[0025] The articulated swashplateless rotor hub as-
sembly 500 differs from the articulated swashplateless
rotor hub assembly 400 in that the articulated swash-
plateless rotor hub assembly 500 comprises a hub-
mounted mast adapter 512 as opposed to a mast-mount-
ed mast adapter 412 (shown in FIGS. 4-8). The delta-3
restraint 211 is configured the same as and functions as
described above, with the exception that the pitch link
218 is located under the mast adapter 512 instead of
above the mast adapter 412 as shown in FIGS. 4-8. The
connections between the various components of the del-
ta-3 restraint 211 (e.g. the pitch horn 218, the pitch link
224, and the mast adapter 512) may be substantially the
same as described above (E.g. U-joints, ball-and-socket
joints, etc.). The delta-3 angle, h, is shown in FIGS. 9
and 10. Also, persons of ordinary skill will appreciate that
the articulated swashplateless rotor hub assembly 500
may comprise various other bearings, dampeners (e.g.
lead-lag dampeners, etc.) that need not be described
here.
[0026] Turning now to FIG. 11, an embodiment of a
gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assembly 600 com-
prising an embodiment of an active pitch control and del-
ta-3 restraint 211 is disclosed. In the particular embodi-
ment depicted in FIG. 11, the gimbaled swashplateless
rotor hub assembly 600 comprises three rotor blades;
however, the gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assem-
bly 600 may comprise any number of rotor blades while
remaining within the scope of the present disclosure. The
gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assembly 600 gen-
erally comprises many of the same components de-
scribed in the previous embodiments, and thus only the
differences will be discussed herein.
[0027] Gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assembly
600 differs from the previously described embodiments
in that the rotor hub assembly tilts with the blades and
relative to the mast 206. Specifically, the gimbaled
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 600 comprises a gim-
bal assembly 602 that allows the yoke 604 to tilt relative
to the mast 206. The gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub
assembly 600 also comprises a blade cuff 612 that con-
nects to the blade and which encloses the various bear-
ings (CF bearing, pitch bearings, etc.). A pitch actuator
606 may be connected to the cuff 612 and to the delta-
3 restraint 211, specifically the pitch horn 608. The pitch
horn 608 may be shaped similar to the cuff 612 (e.g. to
maintain an aerodynamic shape). The pitch horn 608

may be coupled to the pitch link 224, which is connected
to the mast adapter 412. The connections between the
pitch horn 608, the pitch link 224, and the mast adapter
412 may be substantially the same as described above.
Another set of bearings 610 (e.g. another pitch bearing,
inboard beam bearing, etc.) may be located between the
pitch actuator 606 and the gimbal assembly 602. The
operation, the delta-3 restraint 211 of the gimbaled
swashplateless rotor hub assembly 600 operates sub-
stantially the same as described above.
[0028] Turning now to FIG. 12, another embodiment
of a gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assembly 700
comprising an embodiment of an active pitch control and
delta-3 restraint 211 is disclosed. In the particular em-
bodiment depicted in FIG. 12, the gimbaled swashplate-
less rotor hub assembly 700 comprises three rotor
blades; however, the gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub
assembly 700 may comprise any number of rotor blades
while remaining within the scope of the present disclo-
sure. The gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assembly
700 generally comprises many of the same components
described in the previous embodiments, and thus only
the differences will be discussed herein.
[0029] Gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub assembly
700 differs from the gimbaled swashplateless rotor hub
assembly 600 in that the pitch actuator 606 has been
moved inboard of the inboard yoke bearings 610. Doing
so substantially eliminates the axial loading due to cen-
trifugal force applied to the pitch actuator 606. Also, the
delta-3 angle, Θ, is shown in FIG. 12.
[0030] Turning now to FIG. 13, disclosed is a method
of creating and operating a rotor hub assembly. In step
700, the method comprises designing a rotor hub assem-
bly described herein. In step 701, the method comprises
manufacturing the rotor hub assembly described herein.
In step 702, the method comprises assembling the rotor
hub assembly described herein. The designing, manu-
facturing, and assembling steps may generally be char-
acterized as providing the rotor hub assembly described
herein. In step 703, the method comprises operating the
rotor hub assembly described herein. Operating the rotor
hub assembly may comprise actively changing the pitch
of a first rotor blade relative to a second rotor blade with-
out the use of a swashplate while controlling the delta-3
angle as described herein.
[0031] At least one embodiment is disclosed and var-
iations, combinations, and/or modifications of the em-
bodiment(s) and/or features of the embodiment(s) made
by a person having ordinary skill in the art are within the
scope of the disclosure. Alternative embodiments that
result from combining, integrating, and/or omitting fea-
tures of the embodiment(s) are also within the scope of
the disclosure. Where numerical ranges or limitations are
expressly stated, such express ranges or limitations
should be understood to include iterative ranges or lim-
itations of like magnitude falling within the expressly stat-
ed ranges or limitations (e.g., from about 1 to about 10
includes, 2, 3, 4, etc.; greater than 0.10 includes 0.11,
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0.12, 0.13, etc.). For example, whenever a numerical
range with a lower limit, R1, and an upper limit, Ru, is
disclosed, any number falling within the range is specif-
ically disclosed. In particular, the following numbers with-
in the range are specifically disclosed: R=R1+k*(Ru-R1),
wherein k is a variable ranging from 1 percent to 100
percent with a 1 percent increment, i.e., k is 1 percent, 2
percent, 3 percent, 4 percent, 5 percent, ..., 50 percent,
51 percent, 52 percent, ..., 95 percent, 96 percent, 97
percent, 98 percent, 99 percent, or 100 percent. Unless
otherwise stated, the term "about" shall mean plus or
minus 10 percent. Of the subsequent value. Moreover,
any numerical range defined by two R numbers as de-
fined in the above is also specifically disclosed. Use of
the term "optionally" with respect to any element of a
claim means that the element is required, or alternatively,
the element is not required, both alternatives being within
the scope of the claim. Use of broader terms such as
comprises, includes, and having should be understood
to provide support for narrower terms such as consisting
of, consisting essentially of, and comprised substantially
of. Accordingly, the scope of protection is not limited by
the description set out above but is defined by the claims
that follow, that scope including all equivalents of the sub-
ject matter of the claims. Each and every claim is incor-
porated as further disclosure into the specification and
the claims are embodiment(s) of the present invention.

Claims

1. An apparatus comprising:

a hub configured to couple to a mast;
a grip configured to couple to the hub and a rotor
blade;
a pitch actuator coupled to the grip and config-
ured to change a pitch of the rotor blade relative
to the mast; and
a delta-3 restraint coupled to the pitch actuator,
wherein the delta-3 restraint is fixed relative to
the mast.

2. An apparatus comprising:

a hub configured to couple to a mast;
a grip configured to couple to the hub and a rotor
blade;
a pitch actuator coupled to the grip and config-
ured to change a pitch of the rotor blade relative
to the mast; and
a delta-3 restraint coupled to the pitch actuator,
wherein the delta-3 restraint is configured to
control the pitch of the blade relative to the mast
when the pitch actuator fails, and
wherein the delta-3 restraint provides an instan-
taneous blade pitch-flap coupling response.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the delta-3 re-
straint comprises a pitch horn coupled to the pitch
actuator, a pitch link coupled to the pitch horn, and
a mast adapter coupled to the hub, and wherein the
delta-3 restraint provides an instantaneous blade
pitch-flap coupling response.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 or 2 or 3, further comprising
a centrifugal force (CF) bearing that couples the grip
to the hub, and wherein the pitch actuator is posi-
tioned between the CF bearing and the mast.

5. The apparatus of claim 1 or 2, wherein the delta-3
restraint comprises a pitch horn coupled to the pitch
actuator, a pitch link coupled to the pitch horn, and
a mast adapter coupled to the mast.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the hub comprises
a yoke positioned between the mast and the grip;
and optionally or preferably further comprises a cen-
trifugal force (CF) bearing that couples the grip to
the yoke, and wherein the pitch actuator is positioned
between the grip and the mast.

7. The apparatus of claim 5, further comprising:

a gimbal assembly that couples the mast to the
yoke; and
a cuff that couples the pitch actuator to the rotor
blade.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, further comprising:

a centrifugal force (CF) bearing; and
a beam bearing positioned between the mast
and the CF bearing,
wherein the pitch actuator is positioned between
the CF bearing and the beam bearing, or where-
in the pitch actuator is positioned between the
beam bearing and the mast.

9. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein none
of the grip, the mast, and the delta-3 restraint are
coupled to a swashplate; and/or wherein the pitch of
the rotor blade is changed without the use of a
swashplate.

10. The apparatus of any preceding claim, further com-
prising a fuselage comprising an engine coupled to
the mast via a gearbox.

11. The apparatus of any preceding claim, further com-
prising a second rotor blade, wherein the pitch actu-
ator is configured to change the pitch of the rotor
blade independently of the pitch of the second rotor
blade.

12. The apparatus of any preceding claim, wherein the
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apparatus has a delta-3 angle, and wherein the del-
ta-3 angle is maintained using only mechanical com-
ponents.

13. A method comprising:

providing a hub assembly comprising:

a hub configured to couple to a mast;
a grip configured to couple to the hub and
a rotor blade;
a pitch actuator coupled to the grip and con-
figured to change a pitch of the rotor blade
relative to the mast; and
a delta-3 restraint coupled to the pitch ac-
tuator, wherein the delta-3 restraint is con-
figured to control the pitch of the blade rel-
ative to the mast when the pitch actuator
fails, and
wherein the delta-3 restraint provides an in-
stantaneous blade pitch-flap coupling re-
sponse.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein providing the hub
assembly comprises at least one of;

i) designing the hub assembly;
ii) manufacturing the hub assembly; and
iii) assembling the hub assembly.
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